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Abstract: To lessen holdup at affiliate degree at-grade intersection near to a massive town, one strategy is 
construction a flyover bridge inside the recent junction by fifty percent directions on a single in every 
from the very highways. The flyover facilitates the traffic flow inside the directions within the bridge, 
however, the infrastructure cannot absolutely solve all the issues particularly across the secondary road. 
underneath the bridge, though it relieves the holdup inside the intersection the stoplight still relies on a 
similar management since the “before” condition of matters, this really is really the attached personal 
time management planning setup. While using the flyover bridge in situ, it had been found that 
concerning 30-35% of traffic volumes entertained for that bridges, and time delay reduced by half-hour 
greater than a similar amount. This paper that's one incorporated however author’s thesis, is 
unquestionably the issues which come in the flyover-improved junction and makes suggestions to extend 
the benefits of the flyover like creating a brand-new cycle and section occasions and rising the physical 
space underneath the bridge. The SIDRA package is needed to discover the appropriate attached time 
plans, and victimization the entire process of Road Safety scrutiny (RSI) to audit the security within the 
positioning which is certainly the enhancements for that remaining issues. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Our nation being primarily associate degree 
agricultural country. ninetieth of the population is 
relying upon it and 100% of the population relying 
on industrial activities. For conveyance the 
merchandise materials like food grains, industrial 
merchandise the roads area unit essential [1]. The 
roads and bridges area unit important for the 
growth of the economy of the country. currently, 
our country is being developed by developing roads 
and bridges. 
Types of roads and bridges:  
In our country there are so many types of roads are 
being constructed,  
1) Cart roads  
2) Minor district roads  
3) Major district roads  
4) Sate highway roads  
5) National highways roads Accordingly the 
culverts bridges, flyover, are being constructed as 
mentioned below, For small cart road and minor 
district roads, small culverts bridges, small flyover 
are constructed with minimum class A load. For 
major district road, state highway road, national 
highway roads, major bridges and flyovers are 
being constructed for easy flow traffic. The flyover 
or over bridges are to be designed Class A loading 
and AA loading.  
Necessity of flyover or over bridges:  
For easy traffic flow of agricultural goods and 
industrial goods without traffic congestion flyover 
or over bridges is essentially to overcome the 
traffic congestion required.  
Traffic censes: For designing any bridges or 
flyover the traffic censes is essential to ascertain 
the traffic censes we have to observe the vehicles 
censes.  
Selection of site:  
1) The following points are the guiding factors for 
selection of suitable site. 
2) The roads are crossing perpendicular to each 
other.  
3) The site should have more traffic congestion.  
4) The availability of men and materials are to be 
ascertained  
Selection of types of flyover:  
We have to select types of flyover according to 
traffic censes  
Land acquisition: If the highways or government 
promote land are not available at site the private 
land to be acquired for construction of our bridges.  
Benefit cost ratio: The annual cost of above ratio 
is calculated by taking 10% of interest at 1% of 
depreciation on the incurred expenditure of the 
project and administrative expenses of the project 
[2]. Now the ratio between the cost networks 
overcomes of indirect income such that road tax is 
to be calculated for reasonable periods. For any 
project these ratios should be 1:1  
Estimate: The cost of the project includes 
expenditure on various items from planning to the 
yearly maintenance up to the end of useful life of 
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the project. Generally, they are, 1) Cost of 
preliminary survey  
2) Cost of acquisition of land  
3) Cost of various structure  
4) Maintenance cost  
5) Operation cost  
6) Cost of tools and plants  
7) Cost of establishment of construction.  
The component of the project: This project is 
consisting of main deck slab, deck beam, piers, 
girders, foundation, handrails, wings of slope is 1 
in 30. Soil available is clay mixed with gravel. The 
bearing capacity of soil is 245 kN/m². The width of 
road is 8m, length of deck is 40m, c/c of pier is 
20m, cross beam as also being placed at 4m c/c. 
The dia of pier is 1.2m. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
Various engineering surveys have been carried out 
for the proper planning and design of the grade 
separator at the proposed junction.  
Following surveys have been carried out:  
• Topographical survey  
• Trial pit/subsoil investigations  
• Geotechnical investigations for foundations  
• Material survey  
Topographical Surveys: 
The basic objective of the Geographic’s survey was 
to gather the essential ground options of the 
planned junction exploitation Total Station to 
develop a Digital piece of ground Model (DTM), to 
require care of style needs of grade separated 
facility, characteristic areas of restriction and their 
remedies [2][3]. the information collected can lead 
to the ultimate style and is additionally used for the 
computation of wall and alternative quantities 
needed. As the beginning of the sector study, 
satellite imaging maps of the placement were 
collected and examined totally to own primary data 
concerning the realm and to make your mind up on 
the attainable improvement choices. It conjointly 
helped get into finalizing the extent of topographic 
survey. 
Detailed Survey of Topographical Features  
Topographical survey using total station has been 
carried out to collect sufficient data to form the 
digital terrain model and to prepare the map of the 
physical features of the area. Following existing 
features have been captured during the survey:  
• Building lines, type of buildings (shops or houses, 
number of stories), trees and Right of Way 
boundary if available at site by presence of 
boundary stones.  
• Road edges, centerline, shoulders/footpaths, 
median etc  
• Identifying all religious places, its locations, 
boundary lines and clear dimensions of compound 
walls and entrances.  
• All service lines both above and below ground 
such as OFC cables, water and sewer pipes, gas 
pipes, electrical poles and cables, telephone poles 
and lines etc.  
• Location of traffic islands, median, rotaries, 
dividers etc.  
• Location of road side drains, clearly identifying 
the type (open/close), width of drain, including the 
beginning and end of drains.  
Trial Pit/ Subsoil Investigations  
The objective of the investigations ought to be to 
provide reason behind type of pavement for that 
service roads using the composition and 
characteristics inside the existing pavement/sub 
grade [4]. The scope in the office, thus, includes 
choice of more understanding in regards to the 
current pavement crust composition and 
characteristics and existing sub grade type and sub-
soil conditions. How to make soil at site allowing 
proper pavement designs were transported out. All 
investigations were performed in conformation 
with IRC, BIS codes and MORT&H specifications. 
Test pits were absorbed the road stretch at specified 
locations for that take a look at physical 
characteristics inside the sub grade soil allowing 
pavement design. How big test pit was stored as 
1m x 1m x 1m. The representative types of 
excavated soil from each trial pit at depth occasions 
GL to .25m, .25m to .5m, .5m to .75m and .75m to 
1m were collected in airtight bags and properly 
packed and were sent to the laboratory for that 
needed laboratory tests on these samples. The 
following tests were transported to uncover the 
options inside the sub-grade, base and sub-base 
layers inside the existing road including thickness 
of countless layers of pavement. 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Taking into thought the amount of traffic and 
pattern of motion, for decongesting the junction, it's 
forecasted to create a flyover on American 
condition twenty-four that carries the main share of 
traffic [5]. This in addition segregates the through 
traffic from mix traffic. visible within the 
immeasurable traffic in regards to this route, win 
some lane roadway separated acquiring a principal 
median is forecasted for your flyover structure. 
some lane roadway, intended for every direction of 
traffic, features a dimension of seven.5m with crash 
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barriers of zero.5m dimension on extreme outer 
ends. The central median features a dimension of 
1m. the current alignment of yank condition 
twenty-four is adopted while using the flyover. The 
flyover is on structure aside from somewhat length 
on either finish. material ramps with earth holding 
structures on aspects area unit forecasted within the 
far side the abutments round the sides. Minimum 
vertical clearance of 5.5m is forecasted inside the 
at-grade road high to affordable within the deck 
inside the obligatory span locations inside the 
junction [6][7]. The forecasted flyover includes a 
total period of 640m with 16 figures of spans of 
forty m every, five figures on Shahadra Border 
aspect and nine figures on Chandra ShekharChowk 
aspect besides the 2 obligatory spans inside the 
center. How big the fabric ramp will likely be 350 
m and a pair of hundred m on Shahadra Border 
aspect and Chandra ShekharChowk aspect 
severally. so the flyover and approaches along with 
ramp portion shall possess a complete period of 
1190 m. The obligatory sponsor) inside the 
junction shall possess a time period of 80 m (2 
spans of 40m each). At grade road of seven.5m 
dimension is forecasted on either part of the flyover 
as local road for native and turning traffic. Footpath 
cum drains can also be suggested inside the outer 
edges of people roads on sides. The standard mix 
sections tend below. 
 
Fig. Typical cross section of Flyover. 
 
Fig. Plan at Pier. 
The proposal of flyover needs improvement and 
reorganization within the traffic arrangement 
existing inside the junction. The traffic will 
probably be channelized guaranteeing correct 
turning radius. To prevent conflicts between right-
turning traffic from Madan Mohan MalavyaMarg 
and Loni Road, signal management is planned 
inside the junction. Traffic regulation plans like 
islands, signals etc. presently gift is reorganized to 
facilitate swish turning of vehicles [8]. Salient 
options of planned Flyover numerous structural 
arrangement choices were studied for the planned 
flyover impacted by: • helpful demand • 
Characteristics of undersoil • Facilities to obtain 
provided at grade • Ease in construction • Economy 
etc. consequently, the structural system was 
planned considering suitableness in the similar 
inside the planned location, constructability, 
quantity of effect on traffic movement throughout 
construction etc. supported undersoil report and 
preliminary style it's calculable the span time 
period of thirty-five to 40m will probably be 
economical [9]. Thinking about just coverage 
required for obligatory spans, a span time period of 
40m is adopted there combined with the same span 
length is adopted for the complete entire flyover. 
Thus, an entire of 16 spans of forty m length square 
measure planned for the elevated structure. All 
individuals other portion is on material ramps both 
in facet [10]. 
 
Fig. Expansion Joint model. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this project, traffic survey was conducted to 
grasp the hourly carriage Unit at FOUR ROADS 
Intersection, Hyderabad.  
1) From survey the worth of HPCU of the 
intersection is6547, by considering future taking 
the look amount of thirty years, the worth of HPCU 
is found 65273. From the higher than the result, it's 
planned a grade centrifuge at that spherical 
regarding.  
2) during this grade centrifuge, the most elements 
consist of Deck block, longitudinal beam, 
Crossbeam, bearing plate, Pier, and Foundation. 
The geometric style of the grade centrifuge was 
done by victimization IRC Code Books.  
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3) The Deck block is meant by victimization IRC: 
6-2000 code provisions. Here when in any we've to 
contemplate the analysis, longitudinal beam, 
estimation, steel demand and price of study and 
style of the flyover. All dimensions’ square 
measure in millimeter. 
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